OLYMPUS UM-4

Lens Performance

(See Lens Test Glossary, page 109)
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Zuiko Auto-W 24-mm f/2 Ser. No. 111496
.
. s· .0 . 60 mm (2.
36 .
in ) L . 48 .3 mm (1.90 in.) Weight: 276 9 (9.73 oz.) Filter
Dimension.
9 2 size:
. ) 55-mm
Close-working limit: 142 mm (5.59 in.) Close-limit field size: 152x234 mm (5.9Bx . 1 I~.
b 'T-219
Focal length: Marked: 24·mm Measured: 24.73-mm f-number: Marked: f/2 Measure,d....'"
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Zuiko Auto-S 40-mm fl2 Ser. No.1 02862
Dimensions: 0.0. 60.5 mm (2.38 in.) L 25.3 mm (0.99 in.) Weight: 1449 (5.0B oz.) Filter size: 49-mm
b 'T 2 20
Close-working limit: 214 mm (B.43 in.) Close-limitfield size: 119xlB2 mm (4.69x7.17 In.)
Focal length: Marked: 40-mm Measured: 41.85-mm f-number: Marked: 1/2 Measured: f/2.09 T-num er. - .
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Above: Mechanical and optical parts of OM-4. Shutter is shown
with curtains trapped to form slit for 11250 sec. Note speckled pattern on opening curtain. Shutter is flanked by sides of mirror box.
Brass pneumatic cyc/inder on left side is used to govern mirror action. Wind parts at left side of photo are large and strong. Below
left: Penny in corner shows scale of OM-4 's electronic components. Small black rectangie near center is LCD. Combination
magnet next to il trips camera. Dark-blue coating on three large in-
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tegrated circuits is vapor barrier that protects against short circuits.
Below right: Shutter's speckled opening curtain has nearly the
same reflectance as film, permitting meter readings from (almost)
film plane just as exposure starts. Tripping sequence begins when
combination magnet (A) is energized, tripping mirror, which trips
shutter. Conventional electromagnet (8) arrests closing curtain
until timing circuit cuts power to it. Just visible are two ball bearings
in main shutter control stack (C).
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Zuiko Auto-T 100-mm f/2 Ser. No. 101083
Dimensions: 0,0. 70.4 mm (2.77 in.) L. 71.7 mm (2.B2 in.) Weight: 502 9 (17.71 oz.) Filter size: 55-mm
Close-working limit: 553 mm (21.77 in.) Close-limitfield size: 11 :X176 ~~f)~·~X6.93 ~~~f/2 10 T-number: T-2.21
Focal length: Marked: 1OO-mm Measured: 1OO.B3·mm f-number. Marke .
easur..
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moves more than the negative one. It's all
done within
a bit more space than a
conventional, nonfocusing ocular. The
system provides a continuous correction
range from
through minus,
three diopter~.
[he camera is certainlv
the most elaborate and ambitious mod~!
yet seen frotn Olympus. They, like nearly
every other firm making 35-mm SLRs,
64

have yet to perfect a design that elimi,
nates all loose wires. (The more wires,
the greater the chance for failure from
poor contact or shorting.) To make the
deep stripdown of the OM-4 that was
necessary for this report, I had to
desolder 54 wires, a number that is discouragingly large from such an otherwise innovative manufacturer.
The wires are the expensive heat-resis-
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tant type, with a tough surface. This is
welcome, since so many of them are
packed into such a small space that many
of them are under steady mechanical
pressure once the close-fitting top cover
is secured.
Soldering workmanship throughout
most of the camera was excellent, but
some isolated regions exhibited poor
technique, with /continued on page ]08
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Mechanical: Like most other Olympus lenses for the OM series, these three have aluminum-alloy focusing helicoids and
well-anchored mounting flanges made of chromed brass. The
little 40-mm f/2 lens uses six elements in an air-spaced construction (no cemented elements). Despite its compactness,
the autodiaphragm mechanism appears capable of reliable ser-

vice. All three lenses are multilayer-coated.
The other two lenses employ floating-element designs that
are saki to correct the usual variation in performance with subject distance. The 24-mm f/2 uses 10 elements i~l eight groups.
As the lens is focused, some of the elements in Its rear sectlOn
shift in the same direction as the rest / continued on page 108
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It is done
more
than it sounds,
bur it is still not as
as !110st other
ISO-setting system~ I've encountered.
An unusual and welcome feature of
the OMA is its diopter·adjustment controL This correct~., for sonle of the user~s
visual
(if
so that the
viewfinder image
placed on
from

the prism
and
one to minus-three diopters.
Another valuable asset of the OM-4 is
its mechanical shutter speed of 1/60 sec.
Thus, should balteries go dead far from
you can continue shooting
within the lirnits of that shutter speed until full
can be restored. A timeexposure seuing ("B") is also available
without battery power.
of the
To prevent accidental
Hlechanical :'1lode, you must relea.se a
small lock
the
control
to be able to set the mechanical 1/60 sec or B. This
is separate
from the electronically controlled shutter
but on the same control ring.
Of course, in this
mode,
you must get along without a built-in exposure meter. So skill, experience, a
hand-held meter, or the multilingual
must
offers many highfeatures tn help with
your
I've tried to cover
the most useful and unusual ones. More
conventional features such as a self-tim ..
er.
switch, and PC
11ash -cord socket, are provided as welL
area to the
of the
holds
\vindo\vJ re\vind release, exposure-nlernory jndicator
and spot,
and shadow-control buttons.
'with C8J11era to
But
eye~ I s0J.11etinles Jllade jnistakes in the
burton
since
a few millimethem. And working with
from difficult to impos-

of the OM-4is such
that two instruction books are provided
to cover its
in-
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SlrUC110n~H pnUlU:-:'j lS 00 IJage:, lcn'_g; the
second, 53 pages of illustrated teXl.
To sum up, I would say the OM-4
seems to be the most quickly controlla_
ble, most "intelligent" and complex
model of the Olympus line to date. There
is little in the way of normal expOSUre
control that you cannot apply at
of a button.
trial shots with H were
"righi on'· in cach variation of mock, and
the test results were a good lesson in ex,
posure control, and why and how to
make different kinds of readings.
One man's opinion: the OM-4 offers
more automatic exposure control than
many may ever need, but it is a wish-ful·
camera for anyone who knows
what alJ those buttons are for and wili use
them often.
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of the lens, but faster. Its autodiaphragm
is strong and simple. This lens, along
wi.th the lOO-mm f/2, had impres,.ively
low Hare levels, thanks to the very effec·
tive baffling and blackening of intanal
surfaces and edges.
The 100-mm f/2 uses seven elernents
in six groups. Its floating-element system
is more complex than most; it approach·
es a zoom lens in the way it operates. Ele·
ments within the rear section move in a
compound fashion as the rest of the lens
moves conventionally during the focusing action.
This arrangement requires a slightly
more complex autodiaphragm system,
but not at the expense of ruggedness. The
entire system looks like a worthy part ofa
lens whose impressive optical performance is reported elsewhere in this report. Pay particular attention to the ,~on'
trast-test figures-they are unus,'ally
high and even across the image field.
Normal!
(l

Stripdown:
solder droplets nearby. This is
undw.racleristic of Olympus, as wac. the
presence of some metal chips, mosLy in
the lower section of the camera. To speculate,
this is one of the first production series, which bad to be set aside
during manufacturing for a fe-do of some
work. In any case, the camera
functions
and (based on siInilar
examinations of Olympus cam"ra s
through the
the few signs of poor
workmanship seen here are not
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praise\vorthy SlUe, no \-VIfe:) Of

other "older

ing the LCD
ing

VVilh

are Hlvolveri in
il lIfts oil' its muunt-

the rernoval of

t\VO

the back, simple as 11 may look, gets !te;
desirable stiffness from a composite COilstruction of seven panels.
Norman Goldberg (1'

scre\,vs. Electrical con [aci is by rneans of
pressure,
a resilient
strip
C()11ductive segrnel11s,

ThrOltghcnrr the caUli:.-rJ; ~nvjtcbt;~S and
other ekdrical contact
plated or otherwise treated
dation. Sections of the f1exibie cire\lit are
coaJcd v-/ith a vapor-harrler substance to
preven~

Two
are used: one to
trip
camera, the other to arrest the
closmg curtain, thus
sure tirncs. The. actual
quarlz crystaL
In the mechanical
mode, where 1/60-sec and B

ping duties from the
mechanical pressure from the user's finger. A. notable aspect of this feature in the
OM·A is that there IS no discernible difference in lhe feel orthe
button's action in either mode.
Several
around tbe camera have
been protected
dust and moisture
the use of TU bber or
gaskets.
refrains from any
clairtis that this makes the camera weathbeca use even where the gasis at its best, it is not intended to be
present in the
environment of most

LENS

GLOSSARY
Lab

on pa~Je 60)

AberraNons~ A flavv!essly manfEKtured [ens may
stili exllibit residual aberrations (image faults). Of·
ten, certain aberrations are perrnitted by the de·
signer to minimize others felt to be more harmful
10 image quality.

Astigmatism: Causes lines radial to the optical
axis, and lines perpendicular to thesB, to 'focus in
two different planes. Improved by stopping down.
Centering: The center of curvature of each kms
surface should liB on a common fine.
Coma: Comet-or tear-drop-shaped images 01 offaxis points of ligtlt Improved by stopping downc

Contrast lest: Contrast levels are compared
electmnlcaily between the image of a coarSG and
fine slit, and the resu!t is expressed as a
pOI·centage.
Critical f"slop; The IRigGs! opening at which the
aberration being examined is considered to be under satisfactory control.
Distortion: Causes image of window frame (for
example) to bow out (barrel type) or in (pincushion
type). but does not influence sharpness. Not improved by stopping down.
Flare: Causes an overall loss in contrast. Sometimes called "veiling glare."
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One of the ():rvf-~rs neatest touches is
the built -i:n cover for the l.lottorn of the
chcHl1ber. The caTnera~s IHOtor-drive ~Jccessory features rnotorized
rewind
this port. When the motor is attached, the CDVer
aside
the rnotor~s re\vind fork to enter the chan1ber. This systhe
rnotor in Inidroll.

Nice
,,\louid do the S;lnl.C ft)!' the other siJe of
the cc~rner3J y\lhc:re the
cover
side il1ust be rernoved before the rnotor ("an be attac.hed.
this i:~ a rugged lin-Ie CaTI1~
body
aTt boistered by formedbrass tOll and botton) covers. yT ou have to
look

to ll11d the fe\v

Laterai chromatic aberration: A variation of
magnification with color. Not improved by stopping down.
Longitudinal chromatic aberralimlSf A shiH of
focus with coior. Not improved by stopping down.
Spherical aberration: Causes a focus shift as the
lens is stopped down.
T··number: The actual maximlJm f-number divid·
ed
the squcJ8·roo\ of tl-Ie percontage of translight

Causes underexposure at the
Improved by stopping down.

cor~

parts

used for knor)s
buttons. f-Iere it is the
best choice of material",
for
cold~weather us,:. The sl eel· bushed strap
lugs and die-cast
socket are all
well anchored to
and
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Flare !;,st: The lens is presented to a target con·
sisting of a totally black. spot surrounded by a uniiormly bright field of infinite dimension. The
amount of light energy present in the center of the
image of the black spot is measured and ex·
pressed as a percentage of the fight energy in the
image of the bright surround.

within the 24
35-mm format of a 35-mm camera's image; the center, 6 mm oH-cenier, ·12 mrn
off-center, and 18 rnm off-centoL Square formats
are 8xaminGcl at the cent",. halfway to the edge,
at tho edge, and at the corner.

